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FADE IN:

NARRATOR
The Ballbarians depart Gravers Dig 1
the following Saturday morning, 
desperate to be a distant days ride 
from Brigthwyna when she launched 
her Wild Hunt.

EXT. THE CEMETERY - ESTABLISHING - EVENING1

After a non-eventful ride west across the hunting grounds, 
voila, the Ballbarians arrive at Dbu Wold, an ominous dark 
moor, where the cemetery is located. 

The CEMETERY GATES are formidable stone columns with wrought 
iron gates topped with rhino statues.

The Ballbarians push through the cemetery gate inviting 
themselves in.

INSIDE THE CEMETERY NECROPOLIS - CONTINUOUS2

ARMANDO
Hello?  Anyone home?2

Despite Somarria’s tropical heat a chill fog hangs low, 
blanketing the cemetery and supernatural living death--

A lazy ZOMBIE phalanx approach our heroes.

The doggos eagerly leap to their master’s defense, ripping 
flesh and bone off the slow-moving zombies.

Calsimeer pokes at a jawless wretch.

CALSIMEER
Shoo, shoo.  I do not like you.3

He smashes it’s skull and the rest of Ballbarians put down 
the groaning dead before they can cause much trouble.

CLAW
And that, is why we brought the 4
dogs.

Torgrum splits the final remaining zombie spraying brains.

PANSY
And our fancy weapons.5

CEMETERY EXPLORATION
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A couple hundred yards into the cemetery a featureless dark 
shadow rises forth out of the fog.  A large central pyramidal 
gothic tower looms threatening high overhead.

Phosphorus eerie green emanates from the superstructure, 
windows, and cracks, backlighting the fog.

TORGRUM
Necromancers, bah!6

CALSIMEER
Even as a cleric of life I think 7
I'm staying away from that.

CLAW
We need to find the Burial Mounds.8

The Ballbarians circle around the mausoleum, giving the Tower 
of Doom a wide, extremely wide berth.

The impressive scale of the cemetery is a vast complex, 
labyrinth of walls, crypts, and tombstones.

PANSY
Is it me, or is this cemetery extra-9
large?

ARMANDO
Double-X necropolis.10

The cemetery has outer walls and inner walls and walls within 
walls, and inner cloister walls still. 

EXT. HOLY GROUND OF ARAWN - LATER3

In the very back corner of the cemetery, the Ballbarians come 
upon an ancient Celtic dry-stone wall surrounding three large 
burial mounds in a rough circle.

Claw removes a fist size stone from the wall covered in black-
gray lichen.

CLAW
This must be the original cemetery.11

They toss the stone to Torgrum for confirmation.

TORGRUM
Definitely older than the others.12

(returns the rock to the 
wall)

Best not disturb anything.13
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The three mounds are approximately the size of a large two-
story house pressed together into a triangular formation.

A white path constructed of crushed bones crisscrosses the 
mounds.

Pansy scampers up the wall for a better advantage.

PANSY
What is that white stuff?14

Armando joins her on the wall.

ARMANDO
Triskelion spiral, I think.  Hard 15
to tell from this angle. In Dorsang 
that symbol is on everything.

The others climb over the wall.

CALSIMEER
So many bones is disturbing to say 16
the least.  Maybe you Torgrum find 
it less disturbing?

TORGRUM
It’s not subtle.17

ARMANDO
(singing)

Dem bones.  Dem bones.  Dem scary 18
bones gonna walk around.

(climbs off wall)
Toe bone connected to the foot 19
bone.  Foot bone connected to the 
heel bone.  Heel bone connected to 
the ankle bone...

The DOGS STOP--alert and tense.

In the distance, comes the eerie BAYING OF HOUNDS.

PANSY
That’s not good.20

TORGRUM
It’s the hunt.  THE HUNT IS COMING!21

CLAW
Oh, goodie.  And we don’t have a 22
safety flag.

CALSIMEER
We need to get undercover.23
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ARMANDO
Where?24

Calsimeer points to a CRYPT ENTRANCE leading under the 
nearest burial mound.

CALSIMEER
There.25

The Ballbarians sprint discarding any semblance of safety and 
make with mad haste to the crypt.

INT. BURIAL MOUND - CRYPT ENTRANCE - NIGHT4

Everyone hunkers down in the dark tunnel behind stones, 
hiding from whatever is coming.

PANSY
Where is everyone, I can’t see 26
anything.

TORGRUM
No lights.27

BARKING, YAPPING, and feral HOWLING come from everywhere.

ARMANDO
What if the hunt is following 28
Sagacious?

CALSIMEER
What if something is alive in here?29

Claw and Torgrum being able to see in the dark, quickly 
survey further down the tunnel that leads to--

BURIAL CHAMBER

Inside the mound is a large central chamber that smells like 
a millennium of death.  Everywhere there is ancient remains 
of a thousand dead things piled high in every corner.

CLAW
Oh, sweet.  Decaying bodies.30

TORGRUM
It's an entrance to the land of the 31
dead.

Flesh and organic matter long decayed have left nothing but 
bones.  Bones.  Bones and more bones.
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TORGRUM (CONT'D)
There are stairs over here.  Damn, 32
this place is huge.

CLAW
(whispering)

We can’t explore now.33

CALSIMEER (O.S.)
(voice in the dark)

Friends!  We have company.34

WIDE ON BURIAL MOUNDS

The dog merchant from town, the Ogre known as MASTER, stops 
at the outer perimeter, surrounding by a pack of hounds.

MASTER
HOLD BACK!35

His twenty-something dogs follow his command and settle.

IN THE TUNNEL

CLAW
Pansy, we need eyes on what’s going 36
on.

Pansy moves gingerly down the tunnel entrance, quiet as a 
church mouse.

MOMENTS LATER

PANSY POV -- Master stands surrounded by full inventory of 
Hunting dogs and War Dogs.  Immediately to his right in a 
position of authority, sits UNROOLY, the alpha.

MASTER
Brigthwyna, the Bone Path is open.37

Brigthwyna appears from the shadows followed by the Arawn 
priestess, Scathach.

At the sight of Brigthwyna, Master’s hounds raise their heads 
HOWLING to her glory.

MASTER (CONT'D)
The packs have been gathering in 38
the hunting grounds for weeks 
sensing the coming chase.

BRIGTHWYNA
Excellent.  Then we should call 39
them.
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Master removes a large bronze CARNYX HORN from his waist and 
hands it reverently to Brigthwyna.

MASTER
Condál cúan.40

BRIGTHWYNA
Huath.41

She accepts the horn and steps around him to the mounds.

ON PANSY -- she white knuckles her dagger hilt as she adjusts 
her view, keeping a wary eye on Brigthwyna as she leads 
Scathach and Master to the base of the mound, and to--

EXACTLY WHERE PANSY’S HIDING.

Just when it appears Brigthwyna will enter the tunnel, she 
stops and kneels.

BRIGTHWYNA (CONT'D)
(praying)

Hail Arawn, Master of the Hunt. 42
Hear my prayer.

INSIDE TUNNEL

CALSIMEER
(Whispering)

Anyone finding this a little bit 43
awkward?

CLAW
Do you know how difficult it is to 44
resist messing with her right now?

ARMANDO
Act like you’re Arawn.  I dare you.45

Torgrum pantomimes angrily to everyone: 

TORGRUM
(silently mouthing)

Shut. The. F. Up.46

OUTSIDE, Brigthwyna continues her genuflecting. 

BRIGTHWYNA
To your glory and honor, we embark 47
upon the primal chase of our times.

Brigthwyna ends the prayer with a long and sustained HORN 
BLAST.
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She stands and continues with another tremendously long 
blast.  The horns low resonance grows in intensity and 
volume.

Distant howls can be heard -- the Call of the Wild answers.

MASTER
Blessed are the fruit of your womb.  48
Your offspring, the chase hounds 
will reign over Somarria.

Brigthwyna continues to blow the horn and steps upon the bone 
path, followed by Scathach, Master, and his pack.

WIDE ON BRIGTHWYNA’S WILD HUNT CALLING

Brigthwyna circumnavigates the Triskelion bone path.

Ten minutes turns to twenty and then thirty.

- a dingo family, a male, his mate and three juveniles trot 
forth, mount the burial mound and follow Brigthwyna.

- a cackling pack of hyenas, thirty strong, weave their way 
through the cemetery headstones, joining the march.

- three large dire wargs the size of horses.

- a tribe of humanoid Dogmen answer the call, led by their 
Alpha, then warriors, juveniles, mothers and children.

AFTER WHAT SEEMS LIKE AN HOUR --

Brigthwyna is followed by a teeming throng of PACKMATES: 
Wolves, jackals, coyotes, wargs, dire beasts of every 
imaginable breed, wild dogs and domesticated.

SHE EXITS the cemetery with her grand pack following.

LATER

The Ballbarians slowly with trepidation, exit the tunnel.

SAGACIOUS
Very wise of you to hide and not 49
say anything.

Everyone wheels to find Sagacious and Sally, standing exactly 
where Brigthwyna had prayed to Arawn.

Sally seems withdrawn and not her normal lively self.

TORGRUM
Good timing, you jerk.50
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SAGACIOUS
Are you still committed to this 51
quest?

ARMANDO
No, we’re just here on a picnic.52

CALSIMEER
The ambience of all these bones and 53
corpses, you know, is actually 
really quite nice and relaxing.

CLAW
Please get us out of here, now.54

Sagacious held out his hand.

SAGACIOUS
Sally, your torque please.55

SALLY
Ohhhh, okay.56

She kicks a skull, and reluctantly removes the torque and 
hands it to the wizard who deposits it in his Bag of Holding.

SAGACIOUS
Every journey begins with an 57
initial step.  And this journey 
requires a guide.

With no emotion or reservation he plunges a dagger into 
Sally’s heart.

BALLBARIANS
WHOA!!!58

SALLY
Sagacious... why...?59

The goblin staggers and keels over dead.

CALSIMEER
Ohhh-kay...60

PANSY
What just happened?61

SAGACIOUS
(clinical detachment)

Sally’s soul is now passing over to 62
the astral plane.  In this evil 
place, her soul is damned to drift 
to Annwn.  

(MORE)
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I will shift you to the astral 
plane where you will follow her.

CALSIMEER
I didn’t know this was that kind of 63
party.

SAGACIOUS
We must hurry before her soul 64
departs this plane permanently and 
you cannot track her.

Sagacious pushes Pansy next to Claw. 

SAGACIOUS (CONT'D)
Hurry, in a circle.  And hold 65

hands.

The Ballbarians do as they’re instructed, linking hands.

TORGRUM
(sings)

Kum bay ya, my Lord.66

Armando joins the melody.

ARMANDO
Someone's laughing, my Lord, kum 67
bay ya; Someone's laughing, my 
Lord, kum bay ya.

The wizards reveals a truesilver bar.

SAGACIOUS
Someone is going to be crying, my 68

Lord, if you lose Sally’s soul.  
She will have given her life in 
vain and I will have lost my 
favorite minion for no reason.

Sagacious uses the Truesilver Bar to power the planeshift 
spell.

EXT. ASTRAL EXPANSE - PARALLEL TO CHALDEA5

Our favorite Ballbarian heroes float in the midst of a 
brilliant glowing ether with silver cords sticking out of 
their heads.

SALLY
Well, if it isn’t the fargin sneaky 69
bastages.  Should’a killed you when 
I had the chance.

SAGACIOUS (CONT'D)

10.
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SALLY’S GHOST is here floating.

She takes a swing at Torgrum and misses, her ghost club 
passes through him.

SALLY (CONT'D)
Damn it! Damn it! Damn it! Damn it! 70
Damn it! Damn it! Damn it! Damn it!

SAGACIOUS (O.S.)
(disembodied voice)

Sally!71

SALLY
Huh?  What?72

SAGACIOUS (O.S.)
Stop this foolishness.  You know 73
what to do.  Now get going.

She waves, c’mon-like.

SALLY
This way Ballbarians.74

and floats off along the BONE PATH that’s still ethereally  
visible.

EXT. PLANE OF ANNWN - THE OTHERWORLD - DAY6

Passing between the Astral and Annwa caused the plane 
travelers to lose consciousness and they now were sleeping on 
an island paradise.

Claw shoots up into a sitting position on a small grass hill 
covered in wildflowers near the sea.

CLAW
That was creepy.75

Pansy sits up next to the others, mid-yawn and stretch.

PANSY
I need coffee.76

CLAW
You guys do this every night?77

All the Ballbarian comrades are in the slow process of 
waking, yawing, and wiping sleep from their eyes. 

Sally likewise--
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Yes, she’s ALIVE.

The goblin rolls over trying to gain her bearings, finds her 
club and gives it a fond hug.

TORGRUM
Sally, did you know that was going 78
to happen?

SALLY
NO!  That bastard!79

She whimpers like a sad puppy, lower lip out, eyes dour.

CALSIMEER
We had no idea.  Really.80

TORGRUM
Your buddy Sagacious is a cold 81
fish, man.

CLAW
But, he got us here so--82
enemy-of-my-enemy and all that.  83
Shall we proceed?

SALLY
We?84

ARMANDO
You’re here. Might as well join us.85

TORGRUM
Who knows, you might be able to use 86
your club on something, not me.

Sally cautiously stands, unsure.  Had she found new friends, 
or was this a land-of-the-dead cruel prank? 

SALLY
I’m almost sorry for all the 87
horrible things I said to you 
idiots.

CLAW
Ahhh, you’re adorable.88

Sally let loose a toothy grin 

SALLY
Let’s go kill something.89

With a new member of the Ballbarians hero cast, they set out 
to find Serakka Cloudforge.

12.
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EXT. THE ISLAND PARADISE OF ANNWN - DAY7

Annwn is a beautiful idyllic garden paradise.  Perfect 
temperature.  Topped by groves of lush deciduous trees.

Tame forest critters eat carefree and laze about while song 
birds harmonize with crystal flowers chiming in the gentle 
sea breeze.

PANSY
Do you think she’s a prisoner 90
somewhere or maybe just hiding?

A STONE PATH split, east to the sea and west to a mountain 
rising up at the center of the island.

ARMANDO
Torgrum, where would your cousin 91
hide, sea or mountain?

TORGRUM
I don’t know bardman, she’s a 92
dwarf.

Torgrum headed east uphill. 

MOUNTAIN PATH - LATER

The mountain path is steep and slow going.  The little troop 
stop at a small stone outcropping to catch their breath.

Pansy’s pointy ears TWITCH.

PANSY
What was that?93

The mountain was suddenly alive with hound BARKS and HOWLS.

CALSIMEER
Do you think that’s Brigthwyna or--94

CLAW
Let’s find out.95

(nudges Sally)
Be useful, scout ahead little green 96
lady.

SALLY
You’re trying to get me killed.97

PANSY
You’re already dead.98

Armando caught himself before he could laugh.
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ARMANDO
Damn, that was cold.99

TORGRUM
You’re camouflage green and will 100
blend in with the environment.  Now 
git. 

Resigned, Sally heads up the path toward the barking that 
seems to be getting louder and more intense by the moment.

SALLY
Behold, as a wild ass in the 101
desert, go I forth to my work.

The Ballbarians follow at a safe distance, watching intently.

ON SALLY - swinging her club and calling loudly to the world. 

SALLY (CONT'D)
Is this all you got Arawn?  More 102
like Yawn.

(stifles yawn)
Cut to the chase.  You’re supposed 103
to be the Master of the Hunt.  
Where’s the action, drama, twists?

A large STAG crashes through the underbrush at a full 
galloping, sending leaves and flowers cascading as it flies 
over Sally.

Behind the stag, in hot pursuit, a pack of UNROOLY HOUNDS, 
(white fur, red ears and eyes).  

The largest, the pack leader in front followed by four 
smaller hounds racing to keep pace.

SALLY (CONT'D)
Cry havoc and all that dogs of war 104

crap.

BEGIN THE UNROOLY HOUND FIGHT

The stag rather than looking for assistance from the 
Ballbarians, it tries to steer the hounds away from them.

ARMANDO
That’s peculiar, don’tcha think?105

CALSIMEER
Protect the stag.106

CLAW
Why?107
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CALSIMEER
Brigthwyna is sadistic and just the 108
kind of person who would transform 
a prisoner into a stag to be chased 
by hounds.

ARMANDO
Arawn’s afterlife isn’t all 109
paradise after all.

Torgrum pulls out his great sword.

TORGRUM
Fang versus fang.110

The Ballbarians charge and stop two hounds.  The other three 
slip past continuing to nip at the stag’s haunches. 

Torgrum and Sally take on the same hound.

SALLY
My wit against your metaphor, I 111
kill him first.

TORGRUM
You’re on.112

Dwarf and goblin swing Metaphor and Wit with zeal. 

Sally lands a viscous double overhand smash with her club.  
The two hounds YELP in pain at the same time. 

SALLY
Stop your bitchin’.113

(to Torgrum)
Get it?  Bitchin’?114

Torgrum RAGES and attacks RECKLESSLY.  Sadly his attacks have 
little effect. 

SALLY (CONT'D)
C’mon, dwarf.  Keep up.  I’m ahead 115

of you on wit and damage.

Nearby, Pansy hides behind boulders, shooting crossbow bolts.

BACK TO THE STAG CHASE -- The stag moves with swift grace, 
but the hounds chase with supernatural pace.

The largest of the hounds, leaps high over the stag, cutting 
off the exit.  It becomes cornered against a rock cliff. 

15.
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OVER YONDER, one of the smaller hounds is forced to deal with 
bird shenanigans.  Lei is so bloody fast, the hound has 
little chance of hitting her.

ELSEWHERE ON THE BATTLEFIELD

Team lovebirds, Claw and Calsimeer unleash spells.

Claw calls down a Moonbeam searing fur in hunks and keeps the 
beam going with steel concentration.

Cal summons a Spiritual Hammer, that looks rather, ahem, 
phallic?  Really?

CLAW
(re: phallic hammer)

Is that... umm, thing supposed to, 116
you know?

CALSIMEER
Rock your world?  Yeah.117

The bacchanal hammer rains sharp blows upon the hounds.  

BACK TO THE TORGRUM AND SALLY CONTEST

The dwarf and goblin refuse to allow the other one the 
killing blow... although, their repeated blows, some quite 
impressive, seem to be doing little harm.

TORGRUM
I thought you said that bopper club 118
was good.

SALLY
You know, I got this off a clay 119
giant.

TORGRUM
For real?120

SALLY
After a failed circumcision, he had 121
no further need for it. 

Torgum giggles despite himself.

ARMANDO
All these hammer and club jokes are 122
starting to make me feel awkward.

Armando notices that whenever a hound is hit by a weapon or a 
spell, they are not as impactful as they should be, somehow 
the damage is reduced.

16.
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ARMANDO (CONT'D)
I think these hounds lives are 123
magically connected some how.

TORGRUM
You mean like a united pack?124

Cal brings his thunder hammer down on the head of a hound and 
watches all the hounds react together.

CALSIMEER
They are linked.  Kill one.  Kill 125

‘em all.

Pansy fires bolts into the big hounds, with minimal affect.

SALLY
That Pansy hits like a pansy.126

TORGRUM
Pansy!  Forget the big one, focus 127
fire on the small ones.

Pansy changes fire to the small hound on Armando.

THE CHASE ENDS - The stag can’t stand up to three hounds and 
goes down, throat ripped and shredded. 

CLAW
The stag is dead.128

The Ballbarians work together, concentrating fire, spells, 
and attacks on the smaller hounds.

TORGRUM
It’s working!129

ON ALPHA HOUND -- The stag dead, the alpha hound turns its 
attention on Claw.

It leaps, knocking Claw to the ground knocking them cold.

CALSIMEER
Help Claw!130

Cal directs his hammer at the large hound on Claw, missing 
him.

TORGRUM
Damn it, Cal.  Focus fire on the 131
small ones.

Claw wakes to find the Alpha growling in their face. They 
cast THUNDER WAVE pushing him up briefly into the air and--
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gravity brings him back down.  Claw isn’t able to move and 
the beast lands on them.

Claw grabs the hounds TONGUE and PULLS--

CLAW
Arghhhhhh!!132

SNAP.  The tip of the tongue comes free.  The hound HOWLS in 
pain -- ALL THE HOUNDS HOWL IN LINKED PAIN.

The Alpha takes out his pain on Claw, mauling them savagely.

SALLY
Elf down, elf down.133

Calsimeer takes a moment to glance over-- 

CALSIMEER
Is she dead?134

SALLY
Don’t look at me, I didn’t do it.135

PANSY
Lei, can you distract the big one?136

The whimsical little bird chirps affirmative and buzzes to 
the Alpha, annoying the living hell out of him.  

Without a tongue, the Alpha is more bark than bite.  Blood 
drips from it’s mouth and it staggers.

CALSIMEER
Double time, Ballbarians.  We’ve 137
got ‘em.

THE DEATH KNELL

- Calsimeer drives his bacchanal hammer into Torgrum’s hound;

- Torgrum and Sally fight back-to-back, sword and club a 
whirlwind of crashes, slashes and bashes;

- Armando keeps his team in fighting shape with timely heals;

- Pansy makes a CALLED SHOT, a bolt to the hound’s chest--
heart pierced die immediately.

ALL THE HOUNDS DROP AND DIE SIMULTANEOUSLY.  

PANSY
Woo-hoo!  Pack slayer.138
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Torgrum and Sally lower their weapons, winded, but too proud 
to show it.

SALLY
That halfling stole my kill.139

TORGRUM
Nice fight.140

The two warriors share a Chaldea salute, sheathing their 
weapons.

141

THE AFTERMATH - A LITTLE WHILE LATER

The Unrooly Pack is dead; Claw is dead and the Princess 
Serakka Cloudstag is dead.

Calsimeer holds Claws limp body.

CALSIMEER
We need to do something.142

Lei darts to Pansy, chirping excitedly.

PANSY
What is it Lady Lei?143

The robin lands on the hilt of her dagger and tries to clutch 
it in her tiny claws.

ARMANDO
I think she wants your dagger.144

Pansy pulls the dagger from its sheath and holds it up for 
Lei.

PANSY
What about it?145

Lei, with surprising strength and dexterity, clutches the 
dagger in it’s tiny claws and flies, zippity quick, away.

PANSY (CONT'D)
Wait!!!146

She’s gone as is the dagger.

TORGRUM
She just stole your really nice 147
dagger, for Sagacious no doubt, 
because he's a prick.

19.
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PANSY
She fought the hounds, I have 148
confidence she will return--

A giant “hand-of-god like” DRAGON CLAW sweeps the scene, 
plucking Torgrum off the island.

TORGRUM DISAPPEARS in a magic instant.

AT THE SAME TIME

-- a claw plucks Armando.

-- a claw plucks Pansy.

-- a claw plucks Calsimeer, then Claw, and the Stag.

METAPHYSICAL TRANSLOCATION chaos energy whips violently.

While it appears, a single dragon claw swept across the land, 
in truth, each of the Ballbarians is picked up by a claw 
individually.

Plucked.

And carried.

Ferried.

And deposited in--

EXT. CHALDEA - ANDALUS - GRANADA PALACE - GARDENS - DAY

Each of the Ballbarians appear in rapid succession--

Voop... voop... voop...

Side-by-side, shoulder-to-shoulder, in front of a marble 
water fountain, healthy and alive.

Yup, CLAW IS ALIVE.

As is Serakka Cloudforge, back to life in her normal dwarven 
form, in a simple leather dress.

SERAKKA
Torgrum.149

Serakka grips Torgrum in a fierce hug, such that she’ll never 
let go of her favorite cousin.

TORGRUM
That was dicey there for a moment.150
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Pansy smothers Claw in hugs.

PANSY
I was so afraid.151

CLAW
Someone will need to tell me how it 152
ended.

PANSY
I killed all the hounds, that’s all 153
you need to know.

Across the way, Cal is doing a two-step happy dance.

CALSIMEER
That was intense.  I love it.154

TORGRUM
You loved that? What part of that 155
was love exactly? Maybe 
Brigthwyna’s prayer to Arawn, or 
her subsequent summoning of all the 
canines from across Somarria. The 
horn, yeah, that was love at first 
sight. Or perhaps, dealing with 
that icehole Sagacious and him 
shanking Sally in the chest. Oh, 
wait, the love gets thicker and 
slavered on more as we traveled 
across the Astral expanse to Annwa--
the land of the dead! That was 
righteous. And then fighting a 
unified life pack of Unrooly hounds 
chasing Serakka.  WHO HAD BEEN 
TURNED INTO A STAG.  Claw died! 
Serakka died!  I’m still trying to 
figure out what part you loved.

CALSIMEER
I love that I experienced it with 156
you, brother.

That shut him up.

EXT. GRANADA PALACE - COURTYARD - EVENING8

TITLE: EPILOGUE

RAHAT and RAZIN exit the palace and approach the Ballbarians 
who wait quietly.
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Claw and Calsimeer madly kiss and are so enthralled in each 
other they fail to notice Rahat until she clears her throat.

RAHAT
Ahem.157

Devastated and embarrassed, Claw kneels, bowing their head.

CLAW
Malika.158

The others bow their heads respectfully.

RAHAT
You see, Razin, the cards foretold 159
of their greatness.

(to Claw)
Rise, my child.  You’ve done well.160

Claw stands.

CLAW
It was you who saved us?161

RAHAT
When Lei took Pansy’s dagger, I was 162
able to track you.

CLAW
Sagacious knew?163

Rahat raises a brow.

RAHAT
(Nods to Serakka)

High Captain, Cloudforge. I’m glad 164
my envoys were able to rescue you. 

SERAKKA
Envoys, eh?  Imagine that.165

Torgrum smirks at his cousin.

RAHAT
I’ve dispatched couriers to summon 166
your fiancé, Kwell Geldzhan.  He 
should be here momentarily--

AN EERIE HOWLING DROWNS OUT THE SCENE. 

BRIGTHWYNA (O.S.)
Long is the day and long is the 167
night--
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The Mistress of the Hunt appears in an explosion of bloody 
gore in the middle of the room. 

Her body is covered in gaping wounds on her face, torso, arms 
and legs.  A lesser mortal would have surely bled out, but 
Brigthwyna wears the battle wounds with honor.

MASTER
And long is the waiting of 168
Brigthwyna, Mistress of the Hunt.

Accompanying Brigthwyna is Master also covered in bloody gore 
and next to him Unrooly.

Unrooly lifts his head, unleashing a WILDWIND HOWL.

The Ballbarians fight a sudden primal rush of ecstasy to join 
Brigthwyna’s pack.

ARMANDO
O Captain!  My Captain!169

Rahat raises her hand stopping the Unrooly howl with a SNAP--

The hound comes apart at the molecular level in a primal 
detonation, removed from reality.

RAHAT
You’ve been off the board for a 170
long time, Brigthwyna.  Best not 
act rashly before you know the 
pieces aligned against you.

BRIGTHWYNA
The Ballbarians belong to me.  171
Return them at once and the 
property you stole.

Rahat motions Razin to Brigthwyna.

RAHAT
Let’s see your ownership documents.  172
Here are mine.  As you can see, the 
Ballbarians are bought and paid 
for.

Razin holds out the papers for Brigthwyna to inspect.  

The demigoddess slaps them out of his hands and pushes him 
aside.

BRIGTHWYNA
I know this was Sagacious’ doing.173
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RAHAT
Who?174

Brigthwyna takes a couple of menacing steps forward raising 
her finger and her voice, the antlers on her head double in 
size.

BRIGTHWYNA
Feigning ignorance is beneath you.175

RAHAT DISAPPEARS.

And in her place--

A JET AND GOLD DRAGON appears.

Brigthwyna stands defiant in the face of RAHAT, THE SUB-ELDER 
DRAGON.

RAHAT
If you were in top form, maybe 176
you'd have a chance, but I don't 
think you want to dance in your 
weakened condition.  It takes a lot 
of primal essence to manage those 
hounds of yours.

Brigthwyna yanks her blade.

BRIGTHWYNA
I killed your brother.  I’ll wipe 177
the floor with you.  You’ll be 
bookends in my hunting lodge by 
morning.

RAHAT
Careful now, you aren’t the only 178
person to return to Chaldea 
following Marcosta’s death.

Behind Rahat, another BLACK AND GOLD DRAGON appears, except 
this one was much larger, and much, much older.

BRIGTHWYNA
(scoffs)

Are we bandying about with 179
escalation games?

RAHAT
I suppose Kordaava really is dead.180

A titanic black claw with gold talons stretches over Rahat 
and flicks at Brigthwyna, but before the finger connects--
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THE MISTRESS OF THE HUNT IS GONE.

WIDE ON GRANADA PALACE COURTYARD

Master surrounded by enemies.

Torgrum pulls Fang.

TORGRUM
Tell your mistress to pay the rent. 181
She’s late.

Master faces the Ballbarians.

MASTER
If any of you ever return to 182
Somarria, your toast.

PANSY
I like toast.  Preferably with 183
strawberry preserves.

ARMANDO
Eggs on toast is an excellent 184
option.

CLAW
You gotta try Avocado toast.185

CALSIMEER
Aimian toast with mélange.186

TORGRUM
Are we really talking about fucking 187
bread?

(To Rahat)
Can I kill this asshole?188

Serakka steps forward.

SERAKKA
Someone give me a weapon.189

ARMANDO
Princess.  It would be an honor, if 190
you used my singing sword, Kara 
Oki.

She gladly accepts the sword, but before she has a chance to 
use it--

THE OGRE IS ALSO GONE!
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CALSIMEER
(Calls loud)

Tell Brandi, thank you for the 191
help.

A FEW DAYS LATER

The Ballbarians have had time to sleep, eat and bath.  And 
now casually mingle at an evening dinner party hosted by the 
Granada Merchant Guildmaster. 

Rahat sits nearby watching the proceedings when--

Razin enters carrying a large PILE OF DOCUMENTS.

RAHAT
(Loud to the gathering)

Please gather round, I have news.192

The Ballbarians quiet, gathering close.

RAHAT (CONT'D)
Pansy Lightfoot, step forward 193
please.

Pansy steps forward and bows.

RAHAT (CONT'D)
Your debt to the Merchant of 194
Granada is paid in full.  You're 
now a legal citizen of Andalus and 
are free to travel Chaldea.

ARMANDO
(blurts)

You should avoid Somarria.195

The Ballbarians stifle a laugh.

Razin hands Pansy a large GOLD DISC COIN.

RAHAT
This is more than just currency to 196
be spent and traded.  It is infused 
with influential dragon essence, my 
personal touch.  While you carry 
it, you will remain under my 
protection and receive other 
benefits.

Pansy stares in wonderment testing the coins weight.

PANSY
Thank you, Malika Rahat.197
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RAHAT
Or, if you decide to spend it you 198
can buy... just about anything.

Torgrum COUGHS!

TORGRUM
Anything?199

RAHAT
With the caveat, it may only be 200
spent during the week of Fat 
Merchant.

And so it went: Each of the Ballbarians, Pansy Lightfoot, 
Armando Equis Blake, Calsimeer Alderman, Torgrum 
Thorsvoldsomsen, and Claw, each called forward to be 
recognized by Malika Rahat and given their freedom and 
awarded a dragon coin.

Then it was Serakka’s turn to thank the Ballbarians.

SERAKKA
I wish to say, thank you.  To the 201
rare few individuals willing to act 
at great personal risk.  The 
Cloudforge Clan is forever grateful 
and in your debt.

TORGRUM
Better to say, Oops!  Than, what 202
if?

SERAKKA
Torgrum, are you ready to come 203
home?

TORGRUM
And miss all this?  No.  I have my 204
own clan.  Clan Ballbarians.

FADE OUT:

FOLLOWING CREDITS

EXT. TARTU - COSMO'S DRAGON TOWER CLEARING - DAY

ECU ON SAGACIOUS’ UP TURNED FACE

He whistles a sweet bird call.

PULL BACK WIDE ON CLEARING
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A red breasted robin flies close and circles around the 
wizard.

SAGACIOUS
Thank you, Lei.205

Lei lands in the grass.  Her bird form shimmers and a black-
haired woman with olive skin in martial arts gi appears 
cradling something in her arms.

CLOSE ON LEI -- She bends down and lays Sally gently at 
Sagacious’ feet.

She stands, kisses Sagacious lightly on the check, returns to 
her bird form and flies away.

Sagacious bends down, gently stroking Sally’s hand.

SAGACIOUS (CONT'D)
Sally.  Wake up.206

Sally’s eyes flutter and then spring wide.

SALLY
Is it over?207

He grins and aids her to her feet.

He gestures and the two turn and walk into the Garnon.

SALLY (CONT'D)
Is it breakfast yet, I’m hungry.208

He caresses her hair tenderly and returns her torque. 
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